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We will discuss about:

1
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1 . High sinkhole concentration along the Calore river valley

2. New stratigraphic constraints for the S. Pietro fault 
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the highly positive 
δ13C values are 
compatible
with a crustal or 
mantle derived 
carbon source
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- Sinkholes testify to  
hyperkarst processes due to 
fluids uprising

- Sinkholes interest different
sedimentary successions

- Different cross-cut
relationships betwen sinkholes
and fault scarps
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There are also secondary scarps
up to 5 meters high cutting the 
active fan generations
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These secondary scarps cuts the active fan 
generation and produce anomalies in stream
longitudinal profiles, controlling erosion and 
deposition processes

Also the  active fans contain marker 
pyroclastic layers
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The phonolitic composition of layer C2-P is quite typical, 
since it shows an Al2O3 wt% fairly exceeding 19% and a 
Na2O content around 5%. This composition has been
already recorded in tephra Sep5 from San Marco 
Evangelista drill hole (Santangelo et al., 2010), whose
age was stratigraphically constrained between 105 and 
130 ka. 

TAS diagram and compositional field of tephra
Sep5 from San Marco Evangelista, used for 
comparison.

C2-P



Compositional fields of Neapolitan Yellow 
Tuff and correlated samples.

Tephra layer P1 where fine whitish
pumice fragments and good sorting are 
well evident.

Compositional variability of
glasses extracted from
younger tephra layers (from
tephri-phonolite to alkali-
trachyte) allows us to
correlate them to the
Neapolitan Yellow Tuff, a
huge explosive event from
Campi Flegrei aged ca. 15 ka.
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In conclusion:

The Calore river fault system is characterized by the presence of several geomorphological 
indicators of active faulting ranging from fault scarps, to river network anomalies

The high concentration of sinkholes and the presence of travertines testify to the uprising of 
deep fluids along the western termination of this system

The tectonic scarp located in the surrounding of Paupisi is around 2 kilometers long, 
and represent one of the best preserved surface expression of the Calore river Fault 
system.  

This scarp is at least 40 meters high and the collected data testify to an age younger 
than 100 ka. It also shows clear evidence of recent tectonic activity (younger than 15 
ka), represented by minor scarps up to 4 m high, cutting the youngest fan generation. 

The collected data suggest that the area has been repeatedly interested in the past by strong 
earthquakes capable to originated significant surface effects such as surface faulting and 
ground collapses
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